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We tell our children that getting a
puppy is a long-term commitment –
that we shouldn’t be seduced by
something just because it is new and
exciting and we should think of the
consequences when the lustre begins
to fade.
Two of the most interesting findings
from Wave 11 of this survey are that
54% of companies believe current IPO
valuations are too high and, when asked to rate how happy
they are with their current listing, the average score was 6.8,
with 0 as dissatisfied and 10 as satisfied. Now 6.8 is a
perfectly acceptable score (enough to pass most exams),
but this is against the backdrop of the FTSE AIM All-Share
index being up 19% for the last year and the FTSE Small
Cap index rising 23% over the same period. Small and midcap stocks are generally performing well, but still only 58%
believe that equity markets are helping their company’s
development with the lack of liquidity being cited as the
biggest hindrance.
IPOs are new and exciting but there are a large number of
high quality companies already listed that are feeling unloved
or at least moderately disappointed with their listing given the
circumstances. Companies recognise that a buoyant IPO
market is a critical ingredient and 44% believe the uptick in
the IPO market is helping their business but the crowding out
factor is important. If there is a correction in the pricing of
recently listed companies it will not be contained only to
those companies.

has the recovery plateaued?
This survey has been running for nearly three years and in
the first year confidence levels regarding the UK economy
were around the 40% mark (albeit with a short term pick up
in the spring of 2012). In late 2012 and 2013 they rose
sharply for six consecutive quarters, nudging 70% at the
start of this year and reflecting the turn of the economy and
the pickup of reported economic data. This quarter we see a
slight decline both in confidence levels regarding the whole
economy and also companies looking at their own
prospects. It is too early to confirm a new trend, but it could
be that confidence levels have stabilised at current levels.
Alternatively we could be beginning to see a period of gentle
decline as the relief and exuberance starts to wear off.
When companies were asked which factors are driving their
confidence, the two most frequent responses were
opportunities in foreign markets and favourable market
conditions in their current areas of operation (which are often
overseas markets). In my experience, the small and mid-cap
community is hugely international in terms of
exports/imports, location of operations and management
teams. As a result, confidence levels could be impacted by
international trends just as much as domestic ones (and
domestic is heavily London biased). The situation in Ukraine
with potential sanctions against Russia and brimming
tensions in the Pacific could be as relevant as our own
domestic political issues.

Two of The mosT inTeresTing
findings from wave 11 of
This survey are ThaT 54% of
companies believe currenT
ipo valuaTions are Too high
and, when asked To raTe
how happy They are wiTh
Their currenT lisTing, The
average score was 6.8, wiTh
0 as dissaTisfied and
10 as saTisfied.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
TIM WARD, CHIEF EXECUTIVE, THE QUOTED
COMPANIES ALLIANCE

We’re beginning to see some hesitation in the markets. On
the surface all seems well, but in this survey we have seen
the first dip in corporate confidence since July 2012.

equity markets are helping the economy

conﬁdence is high, but is it wavering?

58% of companies believe that equity markets are helping
them to some extent, through providing a market for share
trading, acting as a source of finance, or providing credibility
for the company when pitching for contracts. 79% of
advisors believe that the equity markets are helping
companies at the moment.

Companies remain confident about their own prospects but
their level of confidence has peaked, for the time being at
least. Advisors feel the same way. The reasons behind the
confidence include opportunities in new markets, favourable
existing markets and the general economic recovery. These
factors are counterbalanced by companies feeling that the
economic resurgence is uneven across the UK; that
companies cannot plan in uncertain times; and that there is
political uncertainty outside the UK.
Advisors reflect the same levels of confidence, but their
views come from different sources. The uptick in the IPO
market and the improved opportunity for existing quoted
companies to raise finance are supported by general
improvements in market sentiment. In short there is a feelgood factor amongst advisors. Areas of concern include the
European elections, the Scottish referendum and the General
Election next year.
All of this translates into a mixed set of forecasts. Whilst
companies are expecting sales to rise by a mean average of
15.7% (up from 14.4% last quarter and at its highest level
since the survey began in 2011), there has been a slight shift
in job creation prospects, with the mean expected
employment change now 5.8% against 6.6% last quarter.
So, as Mark Twain said, “Whenever you find yourself on the
side of the majority it is time to pause and reflect”.

where can you get ﬁnance?

As the markets have improved so the view of companies and
their advisors has mellowed.

Most believe that there is increased investor interest in the
small and mid-cap quoted market over the last six months.
Perhaps as a result of this, almost half (44%) of companies
believe that the current IPO market is helping their ability to
raise secondary capital. Advisors are more bullish about this
with 81% saying that the IPO market is helping companies to
raise secondary public equity finance.

gold or fool’s gold?
I think the markets have changed significantly over the last
six months. General market sentiment is positive, but we
must be careful not to run ahead of ourselves and to ensure
that plans, budgets and forecasts are well grounded.
Investors tell us that the one thing they hate most is surprise,
so any change in mood or trading performance must be
clearly communicated. All of this suggests that a cautious
approach to growth and the equity markets should be
followed for the time being. If we want to develop sustainable
markets that can provide a consistent source of permanent
finance over the long-term, then we need to continue to
tread carefully.

Companies are telling us that bank finance and listed debt
issuance are proving a little more popular this quarter, whilst
public equity’s popularity has fallen from 53% to 48%.
However, those considering seeking public equity see it as
becoming easier to obtain. The advisory community
endorses this view.
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HIGHLIGHTS

82%

88%

84%

of small and mid-cap quoted
companies are optimistic about
prospects for the UK economy
over the next 12 months – down
8% on January 2014.

of small and mid-cap quoted
companies are optimistic about
their own business prospects –
down 4% on January 2014.

of small and mid-cap quoted
companies expect sales to grow in
the next 12 months, with the
average expected growth in
turnover at +15.7% – up on
January 2014 (+14.4%).

71%

54%

of small and mid-cap quoted
companies expect to increase
headcount in the next 12 months,
with the average expected change
in employment growth at +5.8% –
down on January 2014 (+6.6%).

Small and mid-cap quoted
companies believe that private
equity, listed debt issuance and
bank finance have become more
challenging to obtain since January
2014. However, public equity has
grown marginally easier.

of small and mid-cap quoted
companies say they are satisfied
with their quotation – up
significantly on September 2011
when just 23% were satisfied.

58%

69%

44%

of small and mid-cap quoted
companies believe the equity
markets are helping their
development, compared to only
14% believing this in September
2011.

of small and mid-cap quoted
companies believe that investor
interest has increased in the
past 6 months.

of small and mid-cap quoted
companies believe that the current
uptick in the IPO market is helping
their ability to raise secondary
finance, and the majority
(81%) of advisors concur
with this view.
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BUSINESS CONFIDENCE
Small and mid-cap quoted companies’ confidence in the UK
economy reduced slightly this quarter after six consecutive
quarters of growth.
On a scale between zero and 100, where the 50 mark
separates optimism from pessimism, small and mid-cap
quoted companies currently rank prospects for the UK
economy at 66.4 compared to 69.3 in January. The
confidence of advisors in the UK economy has also
decreased, now standing at 68.4. However, at a net level,
more participants are confident about the UK economy than
the combined total of those who feel neutral or negative
about business prospects.
2013 proved to be the first year since the start of the
recession in which all four quarters demonstrated economic
growth. In 2014, the UK economy finally looks to be in
recovery. Whilst fragilities are still evident, the economy
should see growth becoming more balanced. IMF Chief
Economist Olivier Blanchard has now admitted that their
previous forecasts for growth were too pessimistic and the
IMF now forecasts that the UK is set to grow faster than any
other Western economy. This will undoubtedly leave George
Osborne with a smile on his face with evidence that the longterm economic plan is working.

One of the primary concerns surrounding the recovery is the
possibility that an earlier than anticipated interest rate rise
could damage consumer spending. In August 2013, the
Bank of England (BoE) suggested that when unemployment
fell below 7% we might see a movement in the base rate.
After a faster than expected recovery of the labour market, it
would appear that the Monetary Policy Committee has
moved to allay these fears by loosening the dependence of a
bank rate change on labour market performance. The latest
guidance from the BoE suggests that some of the wider
labour market indicators will play a greater role in the
decision of when interest rates will begin to move. There still
remain significant levels of spare capacity in the labour
markets and, until this is addressed, many commentators’
believe we are unlikely to see a rise.
Despite the concerns surrounding exports, some of the
domestic economic measures are performing ahead of
expectations. CPI inflation fell to 1.6% in March – the lowest
since October 2009. The key driver behind the low inflation
figure was a combination of the slowing of petrol price
growth and lower rises in the costs of clothing and footwear
compared to last year. The latest average total earnings
figure also grew 1.4% representing a tightening of the gap
between wage growth and inflation. Whilst consumers are
still worse off in real terms, the disparity is beginning to
narrow.

68.4

68.8

63

61.1

51.4

49.2

43.9

39.4

46.6

36.6

38.4

66.4

69.3

64.1

58.2

47.8

42.5

38.4

47.3

40.9

50

51.8

100

38.8

Pessimistic

Neutral

Optimistic

how optimistic or pessimistic do you feel about the uk economy over the next 12 months?

0
Small & mid-cap quoted companies

Advisory firms

n Sep 11 n Jan 12 n Apr 12 n Jul 12 n Oct 12 n Jan 13 n Apr 13 n Jul 13 n Oct 13 n Jan 14 n Apr 14

Qca/bdo view
The uk economy has demonstrated a number of positive signals over the ﬁrst quarter of 2014 and businesses should
be encouraged that the economic environment is moving in the right direction. however, there are still concerns over
the sustainability of the recovery. small and mid-cap quoted companies remain net optimistic about the uk economy
in the same way as last quarter, but with a slight dip. perhaps we are seeing companies developing a more measured
and cautious approach to reﬂect some of the economic instabilities that still exist.
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In line with their view on the economy, small and mid-cap
companies’optimism regarding their own business prospects
appears to have stuttered slightly over the last quarter.
Companies now rank their own prospects for the next 12
months at 71.8 – down slightly on January when they ranked
prospects at 73.6. Advisors’ views however have remained
static, maintaining their same position in January at 67.8.
Encouragingly however, despite the small dip amongst
companies, at a net level more participants are confident
than the combined total of those who feel neutral or negative
about business prospects.

Looking towards the drivers affecting confidence in business
prospects, the most cited factor was the international
opportunities that new or diversified markets present, with
23% of companies stating this as a driver. This was closely
followed by favourable market conditions, where 22% of
companies stated this as a factor affecting confidence.
Interestingly, when looking at the main drivers negatively
affecting confidence, the number one driver was the view
that the recovery is uneven and the market is still fragile,
though we note that only 11% of companies stated this.

67.8

67.8

63.3

59.3

53.5

50.4

49.8

40.3

43.8

51.1

71.8

73.6

70.4

65.5

65.4

64.0

60.6

58.0

66.1

62.4

50

63.6

100

45.9

Pessimistic

Neutral

Optimistic

how optimistic or pessimistic do you feel about your own company’s prospects/small and mid-cap prospects over
the next 12 months?

0
Small & mid-cap quoted companies

Advisory firms

n Sep 11 n Jan 12 n Apr 12 n Jul 12 n Oct 12 n Jan 13 n Apr 13 n Jul 13 n Oct 13 n Jan 14 n Apr 14

positive factors currently driving the level of conﬁdence in small and mid-cap companies’ business prospects in the
coming 12 months
23%

Opportunities in new/foreign markets/diversification

22%

Favourable market conditions (i.e. in companies’ areas of operation)
18%

General economic recovery/growth

17%

Company performance (internal factors, e.g. change of management, sales team, etc)
15%

Order/sales pipeline
12%

Capital investment/access to finance
10%

General market confidence
5%

New product launches
M&A prospects

3%

negative factors currently driving the level of conﬁdence in small and mid-cap companies’ business prospects in the
coming 12 months
11%

Uneven recovery/market frailty
Uncertain prospects for company (internal factors, e.g. lack of strategy, new staff,
limited opportunities, poor core markets, etc)

10%
6%

Political incertainty (outside UK)
5%

Unfavourable economic conditions (e.g. regulation, interest rates, exchange rates, etc)
4%

Reduced access to finance
Political uncertainty (domestic)
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2%

FUTURE EXPECTATIONS

In terms of turnover, small and mid-cap
quoted companies appear to be more
optimistic. The number of companies
anticipating an increase in turnover in
the coming 12 months is 84% – the
highest level since this survey began in
September 2011. The mean expected
increase in turnover also increased to
record levels, now standing at 15.7%.

do you expect the number of full time employees in your business to
increase or decrease over the next 12 months?
100

20

11

18

19

34
Percent %

32

37

15

13

28

30

15
17

15

5
13

10
18

13

38

50

68
48

55
45

43

Jul 12
Mean
expected
change
+3.6%

Oct 12
Mean
expected
change
+3.5%

56

57

Jan 13
Mean
expected
change
+4.0%

Apr 13
Mean
expected
change
+4.2%

72

82
71

0

Jan 12
Mean
expected
change
+3.7%

Apr 12
Mean
expected
change
+6.5%

Jul 13
Mean
expected
change
+4.7%

Oct 13
Mean
expected
change
+5.8%

Jan 14
Mean
expected
change
+6.6%

Apr 14
Mean
expected
change
+5.8%

n Increase n No change n Decrease

by how much do you expect your turnover to change in the coming
12 month period?
100

11

6

14

11

3
18

17
18

22

Percent %

UK employment figures are beginning
to look increasingly encouraging
although the results of this survey
suggest forecasts by small and
mid-cap quoted companies have come
down slightly. After five consecutive
quarters in which companies have
seen their forecasts regarding
employment growth increase, the
number of companies now expecting
to see an increased head count has
come down to 71%. Furthermore the
mean expected change in employment
has come down from 6.6% in January
to 5.8% in April. Additionally, the
number of companies actually
expecting to decrease head count has
risen to 10% though this still represents
a relatively low figure when compared
against the historical results of this
survey.

9

6

17

19

79

75

74

Jan 13
Mean
expected
change
+11.2%

Apr 13
Mean
expected
change
+10.1%

Jul 13
Mean
expected
change
+12.5%

11

4
13

8
8

82

84

84

Oct 13
Mean
expected
change
+14.8%

Jan 14
Mean
expected
change
+14.4%

Apr 14
Mean
expected
change
+15.7%

7

25

50

77
67

69

65

Jul 12
Mean
expected
change
+9.7%

Oct 12
Mean
expected
change
+7.9%

0
Jan 12
Mean
expected
change
+13.6%

Apr 12
Mean
expected
change
+13.2%

n Increase n No change n Decrease

Qca/bdo view
it is disappointing to see employment prospects slip this quarter though this is perhaps a result of ﬁne-tuning head
count following ﬁve consecutive quarters of increasing forecasts.
Turnover ﬁgures are however pleasing and slightly in contrast to companies’ views on the economy and their own
business prospects. This highlights that, despite the widespread view that challenges remain in the market,
companies are conﬁdent that they can still grow revenues.
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FUNDRAISING

Access to finance at a total level has become more difficult
over the last quarter for all forms of finance except public
equity. Public equity has become marginally easier for small
and mid-cap quoted companies to access – with 64% of
companies now describing public equity as ‘easy to raise’.

Access to bank finance also grew more challenging, falling
0.4 points to 5.8. However, 50% of companies still view
raising bank finance as easy.
When it comes to companies actually raising finance, 48% of
small and mid-cap companies said they were considering it
in the next 12 months. Companies’ two most preferred
methods of raising finance, if the need arose in the next 12
months, remain public equity (48%) and bank finance (38%).
However, public equity has fallen in popularity from 53% in
January 2014 and bank finance has gained a bit – up from
35% in January 2014.

The situation surrounding private equity was the most
discouraging where companies ranked ease of access one
point harder than they did three months ago, now standing
at 3.2, with 45% of companies rating it as hard to obtain.
Ease of access to listed debt also dropped off considerably,
with companies now ranking at 4.3 versus 4.7 last quarter.

how easy or diﬃcult would your company ﬁnd it to raise capital through the following channels?

Bank finance

Public equity

List debt issuance

Private equity

n Jan 12 n Apr 12 n Jul 12 n Oct 12 n Jan 13 n Apr 13 n Jul 13 n Oct 13 n Jan 14 n Apr 14

“There is clearly a great surplus of investor cash seeking appropriate ‘homes’.”
Small and mid-cap company’s viewpoint
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3.2

4.4

0

4.2

3.7

3.8

5
4.2

5.2

5.1
4.5

4.7

4.3

4.7

4.3

4.1

4.6
3.7

4

4.3

Hard

3.8

6.6

6.5

6.2

5.9

5.4

6.1

5.6

6.4

6

6

6.2

5.8

5.9

5.6

5.2

5.6
4.9

5.7

5

5.2

Neutral

6

Easy

10

“There are too many ‘shiny new toys’ to look at which appear more interesting than
what people already have. however, a good story will attract money/shareholders –
i suspect those hindered are more marginal investment cases.”
Advisor viewpoint
38% of small and mid-caps have raised capital in the past
12 months. Out of those that did raise capital, the channels
they actually used are reflective of the cited ease of access.
With public equity cited as the easiest channel for accessing
finance, it is perhaps unsurprising to see, that of the 39
companies that raised finance in the past 12 months, 80% of
companies actually used this channel. Second to this, in
both ease of access and actual channel usage is bank
finance, where 36% of companies obtained capital through
this channel. Listed debt issuance and private equity again
lagged behind with just 9% and 7% of small and mid-cap
quoted companies using these channels respectively.

has your company raised capital in the past 12 months?
n Yes 38%
n No 62%

which of the following channels did you raise the capital from? please select all that apply

Public equity

80%

Bank finance

36%

Listed debt issuance

9%

Private equity

7%

Other

7%

Qca/bdo view
whilst most forms of ﬁnance have grown more diﬃcult to obtain, we are encouraged that access to public equity
continues to improve. with the health of the public equity markets often representing a bellwether of a wider market
pick up, it is good to see that investor appetite appears to be improving.
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EQUITY MARKETS

equity markets – open for business, but for
how long?
This quarter we asked the small and mid-cap community for
their views on the current state of the UK’s equity markets.
There has been a marked increase in market activity this year
– predominantly in the IPO market – with 19 new admissions
to AIM from January 2014 to April 2014. This is almost five
times the number of new admissions to AIM during the same
period in 2013. Our questions try to uncover whether this
increased market activity is lasting and whether it is helping
or hindering existing quoted companies who intend to raise
finance and grow. The answer is that it is helping, but there
are questions as to how sustainable it is.

satisfaction with equity markets increased
It will be no surprise to find out that small and mid-caps are
much more satisfied with their quotations on equity markets
than they were three years ago. Just over half (54%) of small

and mid-cap quoted companies are currently satisfied with
their quotation on a London exchange, compared to only
23% in September 2011 when we first ran this survey. 45%
of companies are neither satisfied nor dissatisfied, compared
to 63% that sat on the fence in September 2011.

equity markets are helping companies to
grow
The small and mid-cap quoted company community is also
much more upbeat about the role of equity markets in
companies’ development. 58% of small and mid-cap quoted
companies believe that equity markets are helping their
business to grow, with only 12% believing that they are
hindering their development. In September 2011, only 14%
of businesses shared this view, with the majority (60%)
thinking that equity markets were hindering companies’
development.

Mean
score

how satisﬁed is your organisation with its quotation on a london exchange?
Net:
Satisfied
(April 2014)
Net:
Satisfied
(Sept 2011)

54%

23%

1%

45%

63%

4%

11%

n Satisfied n Neither satisfied nor dissatisfied n Refused n Dissatisied
Respondents were asked to rate how satisfied they were with their organisation’s quotation using a 0 – 10 scale, where 10 = very satisfied and 0 = very unsatisfied

“i can't see the overhyped prices for issues like royal mail and ao spilling over into
more traditional sectors in the market.”
Small and mid-cap company’s viewpoint
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6.8

5.3

A lingering concern relates to the significant number of
companies who believe that equity markets are having no
impact on their company’s development. 29% of companies
are neutral about the effect the markets are having on their
company, compared to 26% of companies in September 2011.
Companies predominantly believe that equity markets are
helping by providing a market for trading shares (72%),
access to finance (68%) and credibility for winning business
contracts (49%).

Out of the 12 companies that believe that equity markets
are hindering their development, a lack of liquidity, the costs
of advisory fees and excessive regulation are cited.
Advisors are more positive. 79% of advisors believe that
equity markets are helping small and mid-cap quoted
companies’ development, compared to only 29% in
September 2011. Whilst 56% of advisors in September 2011
believed that equity markets were hindering companies’
development, only 6% share this view now.

are equity markets currently helping or hindering your company’s development?
Net
‘Hindering’
(12%)

Net ‘Helping’ (58%)
April 2014

26%

33%

29%

Net
‘Helping’
(14%)
September
2011

3%

1%

6%

6%

Net ‘Hindering’ (60%)

11%

26%

1%

36%

24%

n Helping a lot n Helping a little n No impact n Don’t know n Hindering a little n Hindering a lot

are equity markets currently helping or hindering the development of small and mid-cap uk quoted companies
in general?
Net
‘Hindering’
(6%)

Net ‘Helping’ (79%)
April 2014

25%

54%

13%

Net
‘Helping’
(29%)
September
2011

2%

27%

1%

6%

Net ‘Hindering’ (56%)
9%

6%

31%

25%

n Helping a lot n Helping a little n No impact n Don’t know n Hindering a little n Hindering a lot

Qca/bdo view
These results show a striking diﬀerence from the attitudes towards equity markets that we found in september 2011.
The small and mid-cap quoted company community’s view towards equity markets has reversed – with most people
now believing that they are helping companies to grow and further their development. This is a result of the pick-up
in market activity and the general improvement in the uk economy.
however, despite improved attitudes towards equity markets, companies have downgraded their conﬁdence levels
as discussed earlier including their hiring intentions. we think that quoted companies are remaining realistic.
as they attempt to take advantage of improved market conditions, companies are realising that they need to adopt
a long-term, sustainable approach to growth and are conscious not to get caught up in the moment.
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“institutional investors are looking to invest in businesses. They are increasingly
concerned about ipo valuations and may consider their existing investments
safer/proven places to invest more.”
Small and mid-cap company’s viewpoint
recent ipo valuations perhaps a bit
toppy?

investor interest in small and mid-caps is
on the rise

There has been a recent debate about whether IPOs have
been valued at the correct price. Commentators have been
questioning whether Royal Mail’s float in October 2013 was
valued too low at £3.3bn, whilst the flotation of Poundland
on the Main List, valued at £750m, and boohoo.com on AIM,
valued at £560.1m, both raised questions as to whether
there is an IPO bubble.

It seems that, although IPOs may be valued at a premium,
this increased market activity could be driving increased
investor interest in small and mid-cap quoted companies.
69% of companies believe that investor interest in their
company has increased in the past six months. Advisors,
once again, are more positive, with 85% saying that investor
interest has increased in small and mid-cap quoted
companies in the past six months. Only 8% of companies
believe that investor interest has decreased and 4% of
advisers don't know.

Just over half of small and mid-cap quoted companies (54%)
and advisors (59%) think that IPO valuations since the start
of 2014 have been too high. Whilst the majority of the sector
think that recent IPO valuations have been too high, just
under a quarter of companies (22%) are undecided about it
and just over a quarter of advisors (28%) think that they have
been valued about right.

do you think that the valuations of ipos since the start of 2014 have been too high, about right, or too low?
27%

IPO valuations have
been much too high

21%
27%

IPO valuations have
been slightly too high

38%
18%

IPO valuations have
been about right

28%
5%

IPO valuations have
been slightly too low
IPO valuations have
been much too low

4%
1%
0%

Don’t know

22%
9%

n Companies n Advisors

Qca/bdo view
There is concern that the ipo activity is not well grounded. our survey results point towards a general sentiment that
current ipos may not be being priced with a long-term view. This raises concerns about whether the ipo market is
sustainable and questions whether the market is getting carried away. an ipo is the start of a long journey, and unless
a company is willing to invest in its quotation over the long-term, it is not going to continue to beneﬁt from selling its
shares at a premium. a listing is not the end of the journey, but the start of a new chapter of growth.
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“greed about short term prospects gets in the way of slow and steady businesses who
are interested in the long-term.”
Advisor viewpoint
mixed view on ipo market aﬀecting
companies’ ability to raise secondary
ﬁnance

companies: do you think that the current uptick in the
ipo market is helping, hindering or having no eﬀect on
your ability to raise secondary public equity ﬁnance?
n
n
n
n
n
n

With such a buoyant IPO market, we have explored whether
existing quoted companies are struggling to raise secondary
finance – questioning whether there is net new money
coming in. The results are revealing.
Just under half (44%) of small and mid-cap quoted
companies believe that the current uptick in the IPO market
is helping their ability to raise secondary finance, which
seems to indicate that there is some net new money coming
into the market. However, 33% of companies believe that the
IPO market is having no effect and 13% don’t know whether
it is having an effect. Only one-in-ten (10%) believe that the
IPO market is hindering their ability to raise secondary
finance.
Whilst a third of companies are neutral about whether the
IPO market is helping them to raise secondary finance,
advisors are strongly positive. 81% of advisors believe that
the current uptick in the IPO market is helping. Only 6%
believe it is having no effect, whilst 10% believe it is having a
negative effect.

Greatly helping 9%
Slightly helping 35%
Having no effect 33%
Slightly hindering 9%
Greatly hindering 1%
Don’t know 13%

advisors: do you think that the current uptick in the ipo
market is helping, hindering or having no eﬀect on uk
small and mid-size quoted companies’ ability to raise
secondary public equity ﬁnance?
n
n
n
n
n
n

Greatly helping 16%
Slightly helping 65%
Having no effect 6%
Slightly hindering 10%
Greatly hindering 0%
Don’t know 3%

investor interest in the past 6 months
Over the past 6 months, has investor interest in
your company increased, decreased or stayed
the same?
Over the past 6 months, has investor interest in
UK small and mid-cap quoted companies
increased, decreased or stayed the same?

31%

38%

24%

34%

51%

3% 5%

10%

4%

n Greatly increased n Slightly increased n About the same n Don’t know n Slightly decreased n Greatly decreased
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“fund managers making money in ipos
drive conﬁdence and willingness to
support existing listed companies.”
Advisor viewpoint

“investors would look at the strong
fundamentals of our business rather than
just following market sentiment”
Small and mid-cap company’s viewpoint

There is a general view amongst respondents that IPOs are
helping to engender positive market sentiment, which in turn
is manifested in increasing investor interest and increasing
risk appetite.
At the same time, a number of respondents think that
IPOs are a very different proposition for investors and as a
result IPOs may not be affecting their prospects for raising
secondary finance. Ultimately, those that are looking to raise
secondary finance already have an investor base they can
tap into as well as an established trading record.

“The eﬀort is being put in by the
ﬁnanciers and promoters, not the
markets.”
Advisor viewpoint

Some believe that the IPO market distracts investor
interest and makes them potentially less interested in
secondary offers.

“everyone is aware of the ‘tech bubble’
risk but seems to avoid the subject.”
Small and mid-cap company’s viewpoint

Qca/bdo view
The contrast in opinion between companies and advisors is noteworthy. whilst companies are slightly less
enthusiastic about the eﬀect the ipo market is having, advisors are strongly positive about the role it is playing in
helping companies to raise secondary ﬁnance. The risk of a bubble is possible and companies’ measured opinions are
to be applauded. if companies, advisors and investors get carried away now, equity markets could dry up again,
making the environment for raising secondary ﬁnance much more diﬃcult.
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METHODOLOGY

The QCA/BDO Small & Mid-Cap Sentiment Index by BDO
and the Quoted Companies Alliance (QCA) is an online
quarterly survey across the small and mid-cap quoted
sector.
The report is based upon 180 online interviews (107 small
mid-cap quoted companies, 73 advisory companies) with
members and associates of the QCA. It was conducted
between 2 April 2014 and 17 April 2014 by research
company YouGov.
Please note that not all scores in this report add up to
exactly 100% due to rounding. The margin of error for the
survey is +/- 8%.
Thank you to everyone who supported and participated in
this survey.

If you would like further information on any of the issues
covered in this report please contact:
Scott Knight
BDO LLP
55 Baker Street
London W1U 7EU
T: 020 7893 3319
E: scott.knight@bdo.co.uk
Tim Ward
The Quoted Companies Alliance
6 Kinghorn Street
London EC1A 7HW
T: 020 7600 3745
E: tim.ward@theqca.com

69%
of companies believe ThaT
invesTor inTeresT in Their
company has increased in
The pasT siX monThs.
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www.bdo.co.uk
www.theqca.com
www.yougov.com

bdo awards:
AUDITOR OF THE
YEAR: LARGE
FIRMS 2012

2012 WINNER OF ‘AUDITOR OF THE YEAR’
2011 WINNER OF LEXISNEXIS TAXATION ‘BEST TAX
TEAM IN A LARGE FIRM’

This publication has been carefully prepared, but it has been written in general terms and
should be seen as broad guidance only. The publication cannot be relied upon to cover
specific situations and you should not act, or refrain from acting, upon the information
contained therein without obtaining specific professional advice. Please contact BDO LLP to
discuss these matters in the context of your particular circumstances. BDO LLP, its partners,
employees and agents do not accept or assume any liability or duty of care for any loss arising
from any action taken or not taken by anyone in reliance on the information in this publication
or for any decision based on it.
This report relies on data, conclusions and recommendations from primary and secondary
sources (including third parties) that were gathered in good faith. Although believed to be
accurate, this information is not guaranteed and, as such, The Quoted Companies Alliance,
YouGov and BDO LLP can accept no liability for action taken based on any information
in this report.
BDO LLP, a UK limited liability partnership registered in England and Wales under number
OC305127, is a member of BDO International Limited, a UK company limited by guarantee,
and forms part of the international BDO network of independent member firms. A list of
members’ names is open to inspection at our registered office, 55 Baker Street, London W1U
7EU. BDO LLP is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority to conduct
investment business.
BDO is the brand name of the BDO network and for each of the BDO Member Firms.
BDO Northern Ireland, a partnership formed in and under the laws of Northern Ireland, is
licensed to operate within the international BDO network of independent member firms.
BDO LLP is the Data Controller for any personal data that it holds about you. We may
disclose your information, under a confidentiality agreement, to a Data Processor. To correct
your personal details or if you do not wish us to provide you with information that we believe
may be of interest to you, please telephone contact Fationa Bejko on 020 7893 2133 or email
fationa.bejko@bdo.co.uk.
The Quoted Companies Alliance is the independent membership organisation that champions
the interests of small to mid-size quoted companies. It is a company limited by guarantee
registered in England under number 4025281.
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